
  

 

Abstract—A proxy signature scheme allows a designated 

party to sign on behalf of the original signer. However, a dis-

honest proxy signer can manage to sign arbitrary messages and 

jeopardize the original signer’s benefit. Alternatively, a proxy 

re-signature scheme allows the original signer to delegate his 

signing right in a decentralized manner, to a delegatee and a 

semi-trusted transformer. In order to protect the privacy of the 

delegatee, a proxy re-signature scheme with privacy considera-

tion was recently introduced. In this paper, we integrate the 

idea of threshold delegation into a proxy re-signature scheme 

with privacy consideration and the resulting scheme is useful in 

a new delegating scenario of signing right delegation. 

 
Index Terms—Privacy, proxy re-signature, threshold dele-

gation. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the study of signing right delegation, a proxy signature 

scheme [1], [2] allows the original signer to delegate his 

signing right to a designated party, then the party can sign a 

signature on behalf of the original signer. However, a dis-

honest proxy signer can manage to sign arbitrary messages 

and damage the original signer’s benefit. Hence, in earlier 

literatures, a lot of research works focus on the design of 

mechanisms to restrict the proxy signer’s signing ability.  

On the other hand, in some recent literatures [3]- [5], proxy 

re-signature schemes are widely discussed. A proxy 

re-signature scheme allows the original signer (a.k.a., the 

delegator) to delegate his signing right to a designated par-

ticipant (a.k.a., the delegatee), to sign signatures on his be-

half with the help of a semi-trusted party known as a trans-

former. In brief, the delegatee signs a message with his secret 

key first, then the signature will be transformed to a signature 

of the delegator (on the same message) by the semi-trusted 

transformer. 

Generally, the signing right is decentralized in a proxy 

re-signature scheme and the delegatee is not capable of 

signing on the delegator’s behalf independently; nevertheless, 

a malicious delegatee can still sign arbitrary messages since 

the semi-trusted party transforms naively in most proxy 

re-signature scheme in the literature. 

To counter this potential weakness, an advanced proxy 

re-signature scheme with warrant is proposed in [6]. In that 

scheme, the semi-trusted party is empowered to decide 

whether or not he should transform the signature; hence the 

signing right of the delegator is more rigorously protected. 

Besides, in that scheme, a signature signed by the delegatee is 
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not publicly verifiable; hence the privacy of the delegatee is 

well protected. 

In the aforementioned proxy re-signature scheme with 

warrant and privacy consideration, the delegator delegates 

his signing right to a single delegatee, with the cooperation of 

the semi-trusted transformer. It is not applicable in the ap-

plication scenario involving multiple delegatees. In this paper, 

we integrate the secret sharing mechanism introduced by 

Shamir [7] with proxy re-signatures, and propose a (t, n) 

threshold proxy re-signature scheme with privacy. The pro-

posed scheme can be applied in the new delegating scenario 

of multiple delegatees and one semi-trusted transformer. 

Besides, in comparison with schemes in [3]-[5], the delegator 

in the proposed scheme delegates his signing right in a 

non-interactive manner; and a signature generated by a de-

legatee is not publicly verifiable, but is designated verifiable. 

 

II. PRELIMINARIES 

A. Proxy Re-signature Scheme 

In brief, a proxy re-signature scheme allows a semi-trusted 

party to transform a signature of a participant to a signature 

on exactly the same message of another party. When applied 

to the scenario of signing right delegation, it enables an 

original signer (the delegator) to delegate his signing right to 

a transformer and a delegatee, then it allows the delegatee to 

sign on behalf of the delegator, with the help of the trans-

former.  

The idea of proxy re-signature scheme was first introduced 

in [3] and was further improved in [4]. Potential weakness of 

[4] is pinpointed and new proxy re-signature schemes were 

suggested in [5]. Basically, a proxy re-signature scheme 

consists of the following algorithms. 

 KeyGen: The key generation algorithm generates ne-

cessary key-pairs for participants. 

 ReKeyGen: The resigning key generation algorithm 

outputs a resigning key for the semi-trusted party to 

translate a signature of one participant to a signature of 

another party. 

 Sign: The delegatee uses this function to generate a 

signature which will be translated later. 

 Resign: With the resigning key, the semi-trusted party 

launches this function and translates the signature of the 

delegatee into a signature of the delegator. 

 Verify: The verification algorithm verifies the validity 

of the translated signature. 

B. The Proxy Re-signature Scheme with Privacy 

Our new scheme is based on the proxy re-signature scheme 

with privacy considerations [6]. It requires a bilinear map 

e:G1G1  G2 which operates over group G1 and G2 of 
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prime order  p = Θ  (2k )  with the following properties. 
1) For all a, b ∈ Zq, g ∈ G1, e(ga,gb) = e(gb,ga) = e(g,g)ab 

∈ G2. 
2) The map is non-degenerate. 

Global parameters include (e, q, G1, G2, g, h, H), where g 
generates G1, h is a hash function from an arbitrary string to 
an element of Zq, and H is a map-to-point hash function from 
an arbitrary string to an element of G1. 

 KeyGen(1k): On input of the security parameter 1k, it 
generates the public/private key pair (Yl, xl) for partic-
ipant l (l ∈ {A, B, T}) where lx

l gY =  for some random 

xl ∈ Zq. 
 Delegate(xA, YB, z): On input of the delegatee’s public 

key YB, and the secret value z shared with the trans-
former, the delegator sets a warrant message w and 
generates a pair (R, S) for a delegatee of this choice 

ββ 1

  ;  
−

== Ax
A gSYR  

where β = h(YB|| w|| z). This pair should be sent to the dele-
gatee via a confidential channel. With this pair at hand, the 
delegatee can generate a signature which will be transformed 
to a signature of the delegator later. 

 Sign(m, xB, R, S): To sign ( this is a first level signature 
following the definition of [5]) a message m, the dele-
gatee uses his private key xB and the pair  (R, S) the 
delegator provided to compute ),( )1()0(

BBB σσσ =  where  

σ B
(0) = H (m)xB ⋅ R ;

σ B
(1) = S xB .

 

 Resign(σB, β): On input (σB, β), the transformer T first 
verifies the validity of σB by the following two equa-
tions  

.),(),(

;),()),((),(
)1(

)0(

β

β

σ

σ

gYeYe

gYeYmHege

BAB

ABB

=

⋅=  

If both equations hold, the transformer selects a random 
value α ∈ Zq, and outputs ),,( )2()1()0(

AAAA σσσσ =  where 

σ A
(0) = (σ B

(1) ⋅YA
−β )α ;  

σ A
(1) = YB

α ;  σ A
(2) = (σ B

(1) )β−1α.
 

 Verify(σA, m, YA): On input the delegator’s public key 
YA, the message m, and the signature σA, anyone can 
verify the validity of the signature by the following 
equations  

e(σ A
(0), g) = e(H (m),σ A

(1) );  
e(σ A

(1), g) = e(σ A
(2),YA ).

 

The algorithm outputs accept if both equation hold, and 
outputs reject otherwise. 

Please remark that there are two more algorithms in this 
scheme, but they are not explicitly used in most cases.  

Registration(xA, xT): The delegator must register with the 
transformer before he can delegates his signing right to any 

delegatee. The main objective of this process is to generate a 
shared secret z between the delegator and the transformer by 
which allows them to compute the secret value β. This 
processes is implicit in most cases, for example we can 
sets AT x

T
x

A YYz ==  which is the Diffie-Hellman key of these 
two participants. 

 ASign(m, xA): To sign (this is second level signature 
following the definition of [5]) a message m directly by 
himself, the delegator selects at random t ∈ Zq and 
outputs ),,( )2()1()0(

~ ~~~ AAAA σσσσ =  where  

σ
A

(0) = H (m)xAt;  

σ
A

(1) = YA
t;  

σ
A

(2) = gt.

 

Notice that the signature σÃ can pass the verification al-
gorithm. Moreover, σA and σÃ should be computationally 
indistinguishable. 

C. Properties Related to Proxy Re-signature 
Properties related to the proposed scheme are reviewed 

here, most of them are discussed in [3]-[5]. Since the pro-
posed scheme can be put into practice in a new scenario of 
signing right delegation, some of the properties are modified 
and new properties are also added. 
1) Unidirectional: In a unidirectional scheme, the 

semi-trusted party translates a signature in only one 
direction; he transforms the delegatee’s signature into 
the delegator’s signature but not vice versa. 

2) Single-use: In a single-use proxy re-signature scheme, a 
transformed signature cannot be transformed again. 

3) Private Proxy: In a scheme with private proxy, the re-
signing key is kept secret. 

4) Transparent: A signature generated directly by the de-
legator and a signature translated by the semi-trusted 
party are indistinguishable for observers. 

5) Unlinkable: A translated signature cannot be linked to 
the one from which it was generated. 

6) Non-transitive: The semi-trusted party cannot 
re-delegate signing rights. 

7) (t,n) threshold: The delegator delegates his signing right 
to n delegatees. It requires at least t delegatees and a 
transformer to generate a signature on behalf of the 
delegator. 

8) Designated verifiable: A signature generated by a de-
legatee is not public verifiable. Instead, it is a strong 
designated verifier signature [8] which can only be ve-
rified by the transformer. 

 

III. THRESHOLD PROXY RE-SIGNATURE WITH PRIVACY 
In the proposed scheme, the delegator A delegates his 

signing right to n delegatee Bi for i = 1,2,…,n; a valid sig-
nature of the delegator A can be produced cooperatively by 
greater than or equal to t delegatees and a semi-trusted 
transformer T. In other words, in a threshold proxy 
re-signature scheme, the transformer T  has to collect at least t 
delegatees’ signatures on the same message, combine them, 
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and then translate it to a signature of the delegator A on the 
same message. 

Definition 1: A (t, n) threshold proxy re-signature with 
privacy consists of the following polynomial time algorithms: 
KeyGen, Registration, ShareReKey, CombineSign, ASign, 
CombineReSign, and Verify.  

 KeyGen: The key generation algorithm generates ne-
cessary public/private key pairs for all participants. 

 Registration: The delegator A should register the ser-
vice provided by the transformer before he can delegate 
his signing right to n delegates Bi. Basically this is a step 
for the delegator A and the transformer T to generate a 
shared secret z; this step might be executed implicitly 
since the secret z can be generated easily by Dif-
fie-Hellman key exchange if both of them have pub-
lic/private key pairs. 

 ShareReKey: Using this algorithm, the delegator A 
computes necessary values for all delegatees Bi and 
delivers those values to all delegatees in a secure way. 
Those values enable delegatees to sign on the delega-
tor’s behalf. 

 CombineSign: In this function, a delegatee Bi has to 
cooperate with at least t – 1 delegatees, and uses his own 
private signing  key to generate his own signature, 
which is an untransformed signature and is only veri-
fiable to the transformer. In the cooperative part of the 
process, a delegatee Bi securely exchanges respective 
secret values with other t – 1 delegatees who also agree 
to sign the message. 

 ASign: Besides delegating his signing right to n dele-
gates Bi, the delegator A himself should be capable of 
signing message, and the signature he generated should 
be indistinguishable to the one produced by (at least) t 
delegatees Bi and the transformer T cooperatively. 

 CombineReSign: The transformer T receives at least t 
untransformed signatures. He combines those untrans-
formed signatures and translates them into the delega-
tor’s signature if those signatures can pass verifications. 

 Verify: Anyone can uses this algorithm to verify the 
validity of delegator A’s signatures. 

A. The Proposed Scheme 
The proposed scheme requires a bilinear map, where the 

map e:G1 ×  G1 → G2 operates over group G1 and G2 of 
prime order  p = Θ (2k ). Global parameters include (e, q, G1, 
G2, g, h, H), where g generates G1, h is a hash function from 
an arbitrary string to an element of Zq, and H is a 
map-to-point hash function from an arbitrary string to an 
element of G1. 

 KeyGen(1k): On input of the security parameter 1k, it 
generates the public/private key pair (Yl, xl) for partic-
ipant l (l ∈{A ,B1 ,B2 ,…,Bn, T}) where lx

l gY =  for 

some random xl ∈ Zq. 
 ShareRekey(xA,  z): On input the delegator’s private xA 

and the secret value z, this algorithm 
1) generates a warrant message w, which might in-

clude the identity information of delegatees and 
authorized message types; 

2) selects a random polynomial f(X) of degree t – 1: 

f(X) ∑
−

=

=
1

0

t

i

i
ii Xa  such that f(0) = 1−

Ax ; 

3) selects random number γi ∈ Zq and computes the 
pair (R, Si) such that R = β

AY  and βγ )( if
i gS =  

with i = 1,2,…,n and β = h(w||z); 
4) delivers γi and (R, Si) to each delegate B for i 

∈{ 1,2,…,n} by the secret way. 
 CombineSign(m, 

iBx , 
iBσ , γi, R, Si): Before generating 

a signature, the delegatee Bi requests other delegatees Bj 
to provide their (R, Sj) and γj in a confidential way. A 
requested delegatee replies if and only if he also planed 
to sign the message. (Without loss of generality, we 
assume that the first t delegatees cooperated to sign the 
message.) After collecting replies from t – 1 delegatees, 
the delegatee Bi uses his own private key xBi and (R, Si) 
the delegator provided to compute ),( )1()0(

iii BBB σσσ =  

where  

.))((

;)(

,1

,1
)1(

)0(

iB

t

ijj
ji

j

i

iB

i

xt

ijj jiB

x
B

SS

RmH

∏
⋅=

⋅=

≠= −

−

≠=∏ γγ
γ

σ

σ
 

Finally, the delegatee sends the signature and the public 
key 

iBY  to the transformer for resigning.  

 CombineReSign( βσ ,,
ii BB Y ): After collecting t dif-

ferent delegatee’s signatures and the corresponding 
public key of delegatees, the transformer first verifies 
the validity of each signatures received by the following 
two equations 

.),(),(

;),()),((),(
)1(

)0(

β

β

σ

σ

gYeYe

gYeYmHege

ii

ii

BAB

ABB

=

⋅=
 

If both equation hold, the transformer selects a random α ∈ 
Zq, and outputs ),,( )2()1()0(

AAAA σσσσ =  where 

.)(

;)(

;))((

1

1
)1()2(

1
)1(

1
)1()0(
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−
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=

=

=
−

=

=
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t

i BA

t
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t

i ABA

i

i

i
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Y
 

 Verify(σA, m, YA): On input the delegator’s public key, 
the message m, and the signature  σA, anyone can verify 
the validity of the signature by the following equations 

).,(),(

 );),((),(
)2()1(

)1()0(

AAA

AA

Yege

mHege

σσ

σσ

=

=  

The algorithm outputs accept if both equations hold, and 
outputs reject otherwise. 

Note that there are two more algorithms in this proposed 
scheme, but they are not explicitly used in most cases. 

 Registration(xA, xT): The delegator must register with 
the transformer before he can delegate his signing right 
to n delegatees. The main objective of this process is to 
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generate a shared secret z between the delegator and the 
transformer which allows them to compute the secret 
value β. This processes is implicit in most cases, for 
example we can sets AT x

T
x

A YYz ==  which is the Dif-
fie-Hellman key of those two participants. 

 ASign(m, xA): To sign a message m directly by himself, 
the delegator selects at random t ∈ Zq and outputs 

),,( )2()1()0(
~ ~~~ AAAA σσσσ =  where  

.  ;   ; )( )2()1()0(
~~~

tt
A

tx gYmH
AA

A

A
=== σσσ  

Note that the signature σÃ can pass the verification algo-
rithm. Moreover, σA and σÃ should be computationally indis-
tinguishable. 

B. Analyses 
Analyses from the delegator’s view: In the proposed 

scheme, the delegator is capable of delegating his signing 
right to multiple delegatees in a threshold manner. He uses 
the proposed scheme to register with the transformer only 
one time and generates a secret value z. He writes the in-

formation of all delegatees (ex. Public key iBY ) in the warrant 
message w; thus a delegatee Bi cannot fake a public key to 
sign signatures on arbitrary messages and ask the transformer 
to resign. In delegating process, it is very convenient that the 
delegator does not interact with any delegatee, and no pairing 
operation is needed. A transformed signature is unforgeable 
since the following attacks are not possible. 

1) A delegate acts as an attacker: The delegatee has (R, Si) 
and key pair (

iBY ,
iBx ). He wants to forge a transformed 

signature )',','(' )2()1()0(
AAAA σσσσ =  such that  

.'

;'

;)'('

1

1,1
1

1

1,1

1

1,1

')2(

')1(

')0(

∑=

∑=

∑=

−

≠=
−

−

≠=

−

≠=

⋅

⋅

⋅

t

jj jBiBA

t

jj jBiB

t

jj jBiB

xxx

A

xx

A

xx

A

g

g

mH

α

α

α

σ

σ

σ

 

On the one hand, assuming that the delegatee colludes with 
t – 1 delegatees to forge 'Aσ , the delegatee cannot compute 

')2(
Aσ  without the knowledge of β. On the other hand, the 

delegatee cannot obtain the delegator’s private key to com-
pute the value 1−

Ax  from the delegator’s public key according 
the elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem [10]; hence 
generating 

1'1

1
)2( )('

−

∏ −

=
⋅= A

ji

xt

j BBA YY ασ by himself is impossi-

ble without the value 1−
Ax . 

2) The transformer acts as an attacker: The transformer has 
verified receiving signature 

iBσ  and the knowledge of β. 

He wants to forge a transformed signature 
)',','(' )2()1()0(

AAAA σσσσ =  such that 
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In fact, ')0(
Aσ is basically a Boneh-Lynn-Shacham signa-

ture [9], the transformer cannot obtain t delegatees’ private 
key from t delegatees’ public key according the elliptic curve 
discrete logarithm problem [10]; thus generating ')0(

Aσ  by 
himself is impossible without t delegatees’ private key. 

3) An outsider acts as an attacker: The outsider has the 
delegator’s public key, and he tries to output a tuple 
which can pass verification by the Verify algorithm 

).,'(),'( );'),((),'( )2()1()1()0(
AAAAA YegemHege σσσσ ==  

We assume )',','(' )2()1()0(
AAAA σσσσ =  such that  

σ A
(0) ' = H (m ');   σ A

(1) ' = g;   σ A
(2) ' = gxA

−1

. 

The outsider cannot obtain the delegator’s private key to 
compute the value z from the delegator’s public key ac-
cording the elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem [10]; 
clearly the outsider cannot compute ')2(

Aσ  without the value z. 
Analyses from the delegatee’s view: In the proposed 

scheme, an untransformed signature the delegatee signed is 
not public verifiable. This design protects the privacy of the 
delegatee. A signature of the delegatee can merely be verified 
by the delegator and the transformer. Besides, in the dele-
gating process, it is very efficient that any delegatee do not 
have to interact with the delegator. 

From the view of all delegatees, they are all dealer in the 
proposed scheme. Before signing a signature, every delega-
tee requests other delegatees to exchange γi and Si in a secret 
manner. In brief, each delegatee wants to sign a signature 

iBσ  

to the transformer for resigning. 
Management is simple in the proposed scheme, the duty of 

a delegatee is to store and protect the encrypted resigning key. 
Nobody is capable of obtaining any benefit without the 
knowledge of β even if the encrypted resigning key is acci-
dentally exposed. For the cost of computation, no pairing 
operation is needed in the signing process, it cost t + 1 mul-
tiplication and t + 1 exponentiation to generate an untrans-
formed signatures. For the unforgeability of untransformed 
signatures, using the t out of n technique, it is difficult to 
forge any delegatee’s signature. All following attacks fail to 
forge an untransformed signature. 
1) The delegator acts as an attacker: The delegator has a 

key pair (YA, xA), the knowledge of β, values (R, γi, Si) 
for i ∈{B1 ,B2 ,…,Bn}. He wants to forge an untrans-
formed signature )','(' )1()0(

iii BBB σσσ = such that 

σ Bi

(0) ' = H (m ')xBi ⋅ R;    σ Bi

(1) ' = (YBi
)xA

−1β . 

Actually, ')0(
iBσ is basically a Boneh-Lynn-Shacham signa-

ture, the delegator cannot obtain any delegatees’ private key 
from any delegatees’ public key according the elliptic curve 
discrete logarithm problem; generating ')0(

iBσ by himself is 

impossible without delegatees’ private key. 
2) The transformer acts as an attacker: The transformer has 

delegatee’s public key and the knowledge of β. He 
wants to forge an untransformed signature 
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On the on hand, ')0(

iB  is basically a Boneh-Lynn-Shacham 

signature [9], it cannot be computed without a delegatee’s 

private key. The transformer cannot obtain any delegatee’s 

private key from any delegatee’s public key according to the 

elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem. On the other hand, 

the transformer cannot obtain the delegator’s private key to 

compute the value 1

Ax  from the delegator’s public key ac-

cording to the elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem; 

hence he cannot compute ')1(

iB without the value 1

Ax . 

3) The outsider acts as an attacker: Apparently, without the 

knowledge of β and private key xl of l 

{A ,B1 ,B2 ,…,Bn}, a malicious outsider cannot forges 

an untransformed signature )','(' )1()0(

iii BBB   such that 
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Besides unforgeability, an untransformed signature is 

anonymous, hence any delegatee has not to worry about the 

possibility that a malicious person forges an untransformed 

signature to injure his benefits. 

Analyses from the transformer’s view: In comparison with 

[3]-[5], the transformer does not have to save and protect a 

resigning key, the proposed scheme reduces the cost of store 

and preserve resigning key, he only stores and preserves the 

secret value z. Besides, it is very efficient that the transformer 

registers is non-interactive in delegation to multiple dele-

gates. 

In the proposed scheme, the transformer is in fact a clerk 

that control and manage receiving at least t delegatees’ sig-

nature. He verifies signatures of delegatees and combines all 

receiving signature, he can reject resigning if this check fails. 

C. Possible Application 

In this paper, it is our major objective that designing a 

proxy re-signature scheme allows delegation of signing right 

to multiple delegatees. Delegating signing right to multiple 

delegatees securely is the most straightforward application of 

the proposed scheme. A manager (The delegator A) may 

delegates his signing right to his secretary (The transformer T) 

and multiple employees (delegatees Bi). If a manager goes on  

a business trip, he assigns his secretary and multiple em-

ployees to deal emergent document such as a contract, etc. 

Firstly, the manager broadcasts a warrant message w and 

multiple employees’ public key, he allows multiple em-

ployees to sign a signature σA on his behalf if the secretary 

cooperated. The manager generates γi and (R, Si) with a 

random polynomial f(X), then he sends it to the multiple 

employees in a secure way, respectively. Before signing a 

signature, it is necessary for an employee to exchange his γi 

and Si with at least t – 1 employees. Then they send respective 

signatures to the secretary. After receiving multiple signa-

tures, the secretary combines all multiple signatures and 

translates into the signature σA, if multiple signatures pass all 

necessary verifications respectively. In this way, the manager 

can concentrates on the business trip, he does not worry about 

the possibility that an emergent document is neglected. The 

proposed scheme not only allows delegation of signing right 

to multiple employees but also strengthens the security of all 

participants. 

Please note that the transformer must collect at least t de-

legatees’ signatures to combine and translate into the signa-

ture of the delegator, this scenario is in some sense not 

flexible. 

In fact, there is an alternative usage of the proposed 

scheme. A delegatee’s signature shows t delegatees agreed 

with signing the same message m, it already satisfies t out of 

n threshold since the transformer receives a delegatee’s sig-

nature and pass verification. Therefore, the transformer has 

not to receive at least other t – 1 delegatees’ signatures to 

combine and translate into the signature of the delegator, he 

can translates a delegatee’s signature into the delegator’s 

signature directly. 

For example, in an anonymously signing document, the 

delegatee collects other t – 1 delegatees’ γi and Si to sign a 

message and deliver his signature to the transformer. The 

transformer can transform the delegaees’ signatures into the 

delegator’s signature directly. In this way, the proposed 

scheme becomes more convenient and efficient. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we propose a unidirectional single-use 

threshold proxy re-signature scheme with privacy. The pro-

posed scheme considers the privacy of the delegatee and can 

be applied in the scenario involving multiple delegatees. 
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